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A B S T R A C T   

High-resolution experiments revealed that a single myosin-Va motor can transport micron-sized cargo on actin 
filaments in a stepwise manner. However, intracellular cargo transport is mediated through the dense actin 
meshwork by a team of myosin Va motors. The mechanism of how motors interact mechanically to bring about 
efficient cargo transport is still poorly understood. This study describes a stochastic model where a quantitative 
understanding of the collective behaviors of myosin Va motors is developed based on cargo stiffness. To un-
derstand how cargo properties affect the overall cargo transport, we have designed a model in which two myosin 
Va motors were coupled by wormlike chain tethers with persistence length ranging from 10 to 80 nm and 
contour length from 100 to 200 nm, and predicted distributions of velocity, run length, and tether force. Our 
analysis showed that these parameters are sensitive to both the contour and persistence length of cargo. While 
the velocity of two couple motors is decreased compared to a single motor (from 531 ± 251 nm/s to as low as 
318 ± 287 nm/s), the run length (716 ± 563 nm for a single motor) decreased for short, rigid tethers (to as low as 
377 ± 187 μm) and increased for long, flexible tethers (to as high as 1.74 ± 1.50 μm). The sensitivity of 
processive properties to tether rigidity (persistence length) was greatest for short tethers, which caused the 
motors to exhibit close, yet anti-cooperative coordination. Motors coupled by longer tethers stepped more 
independently regardless of tether rigidity. Therefore, the properties of the cargo or linkage must play an 
essential role in motor-motor communication and cargo transport.   

1. Introduction 

MyoVa is an actin-based, two-headed motor that is well-suited to 
function as a cargo transporter by virtue of its ability to processively 
travel long distances (>1 μm) along actin filaments [1–4]. The impor-
tance of intracellular cargo transport is underscored by the fact that 
mutations in myoVa cause mislocalization and aggregation of cargo such 
as melanosomes and endoplasmic reticulum in neuronal axons, leading 
to neurological disorders in humans [5,6]. Upon interaction with an 
actin filament, the motor domains of myoVa hydrolyze ATP, converting 
the chemical energy into mechanical motion. When traveling on an actin 
filament, myoVa exerts a force of ~2 pN due to a conformational change 
in the motor domain [1,7–10]. This small force is sufficient for a tiny 
motor to transport a large-sized (1 μm diameter) artificial cargo, such as 
a plastic or silica bead, on an actin filament in a stepwise manner. 

Because of the inherent flexibility of myoVa, the unbound head of 

myoVa can undergo a three-dimensional diffusive search and bind to the 
next binding site on the actin filament during its processive motion [11, 
12]. Thus, myoVa can maneuver actin filament intersections by turning 
at or crossing over actin filament intersections without any reduction in 
velocity, suggesting its ability to deliver cargo through an actin mesh-
work [13]. We have previously estimated the flexural stiffness of myoVa 
subdomains using tethered particle microscopy (TPM) [14]. Interest-
ingly, this analysis showed that full-length myoVa is ~5.5-times less stiff 
than the lever arm and coiled-coil rod domain, suggesting that the lever 
arms-rod junction is very flexible; this feature allows the motor to ma-
neuver cargo through the complex actin cytoskeleton [14]. During 
intracellular cargo transport along the dense actin cytoskeleton, myoVa 
faces significant physical barriers created by actin-actin intersections, 
actin-binding proteins, and cellular viscosity. To overcome such physical 
barriers, multiple motors work together to generate higher forces that 
depend on the number of motors engaged at any given time and achieve 
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long-distance cargo transport [15,16]. Surprisingly, intracellular 
cargoes such as melanosomes associate with ~65 bound myoVa mole-
cules, although only a few motors are actively engaged with the actin 
filament at a given time [17,18]. The mechanism by which motors co-
ordinate within a team and how an individual motor or cargo contrib-
utes to collective transport is still unclear. In cells, multiple motors 
communicate with each other through adapter proteins and cargo, 
sharing the cytoskeletal resistance among the engaged motors to deliver 
cargo to its destination. The properties of cargo and the linkage between 
motors and their cargo must play an essential role in motor-motor 
communication and cargo transport. 

To explore the mechanism of cargo transport by ensembles of mo-
lecular motors, researchers have attached multiple motors to non- 
physiological/physiological cargoes such as Quantum dots, plastic or 
silica beads, DNA scaffolds, liquid droplets, and liposomes, among 
others. Experiments using plastic beads have shown that multiple 
myoVa and kinesin motors cooperate with each other and travel 
significantly longer distances than a single motor, generating a force 
that is a multiple of the number of motors [15,16,19]. In contrast, when 
two kinesin motors are connected using a DNA scaffold, they interfere 
with each other, generating a force closer to that of a single motor [19]. 
Similar results have been obtained in cases where two myoVa motors are 
coupled via a 20-nm diameter Quantum dot or DNA scaffold; in these 
scenarios, velocity was significantly reduced upon the addition of a 
second motor, and run-length was moderately increased [20,21]. When 
multiple kinesins or myoVa motors are attached to a DNA scaffold, the 
velocity is decreased or remains the same, although the travel distance is 
significantly increased with increases in motor numbers [22,23]. The 
ensemble behavior is different in each case because of the diverse elastic 
properties of cargo and/or linkage between motors. For example, myoVa 
ensembles move much faster when attached to a very flexible cargo 
(fluid-like liposome) than when attached to a relatively rigid cargo 
(gel-like liposome) [24]. Similarly, myoVa ensembles move longer dis-
tances with a flexible cargo than with a rigid cargo, although the ve-
locity is the same in both cases [23]. Although considerable effort has 
been devoted to understanding cargo transport by ensembles of motors, 
little is known about how the elastic properties of cargo affect the 
transport process. 

Another aspect of cargo transport that is incompletely understood is 
how motors are organized on the cargo surface and whether the spacing 
between motors affects cargo transport. Computer simulations suggest 
that motors are clustered together rather than randomly distributed over 
the surface of cargo [25]. Such close spacing is expected to enable mo-
tors to coordinate with each other. However, a recent study showed that 
the velocity of dynein with 14-nm spacing was significantly slower than 
that with 28-nm spacing [26]. In contrast, changing the spacing of 
multiple kinesin-1 motors does not affect the kinesin-driven motion of 
microtubules [27]. When a two-myoVa complex travels on an actin 
filament, the inter-motor distance (distance between heads of motors 
bound on the actin track) fluctuates, and the trailing motor applies a 
resistive load on the leading motor that reduces overall speed [20]. This 
reduction in velocity can be explained by the fact that an external 
resistive load reduces the velocity of myoVa, whereas an assistive load 
leaves velocity unchanged. 

To better understand how assistive and resistive loads are trans-
mitted between motors by an elastic tether, we constructed a stochastic 
model of two coupled myoVa motors using Matlab. With stepping ki-
netics based on experimental measurements, the contour and persis-
tence length of a tether described as a wormlike chain were varied, and 
predicted velocities and run lengths, along with tether forces, were 
recorded. 

2. Materials and methods 

A stochastic model of coupled myoVa dynamics was developed in 
Matlab (Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA). The model included an actin 

filament with a helical pitch of 36 nm and three available binding sites 
(0 ± 5.14 nm) at each repeat. Each head of two coupled motors was 
switched between bound and unbound states, with average binding 
lifetimes governed by tether force (Fig. 1). 

When both motors were bound, intermotor distance was defined as 
the distance between the average location of the heads of the two mo-
tors. A wormlike chain model (EQ (1)) was used to calculate, based on 
intermotor distance (IMD), the resistive and assistive forces (Ftether) 
acting on the leading and trailing motor, respectively (Fig. 2, A). The 
model considered three different tether contour lengths (Lc = 100 nm, 
150 nm, and 200 nm) along with four different tether persistence lengths 
(Lp = 10 nm, 20 nm, 40 nm, and 80 nm). Physically, the force-extension 
behavior of the tether accounts for the combined effects of both the 
motors’ tail domains and the cargo connecting them. While simplifica-
tion of this system to a single, one-dimensional, entropic spring may not 
accurately represent all physical cargos, it will allow us to independently 
assess the roles of stepping dynamics (limited by short contour length) 
and intermotor force (increased by short persistence length) on the 
ensemble behavior. 
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Each motor head was assigned a local time clock, which was re-set to 
zero upon change of state (either from bound to unbound or unbound to 
bound). Additionally, upon change of state, the head was assigned a 
random number between zero and one. At each time step, an exponen-
tial cumulative distribution function (EQ (2)) is evaluated with inputs of 
mean lifetime, λ, and local time, tL. If the value of this function was less 
than the number assigned to the head, the head state remains unchanged 
for the next time step. If it was greater, the head state changes, and the 
head’s local clock was re-set. Bound heads are given a mean lifetime 
which varies based on assistive or resistive load [9] (Fig. 2, B) and is 
updated at each time step. 

P= 1 − e− λtL [2] 

When a motor’s leading head was un-bound, it could either re-bind at 
the same actin repeat or backstep to the previous one. The transition 
from unbound to bound was governed by the same process described 
above for binding lifetime but using a log-normal distribution (EQ (3)) 
with mean X and standard deviation Y, which were assigned force- 
independent values of 0.0033 ± 0.0086s. These values were calibrated 
to produce a mean single motor run length of approximately 1500 nm 
[4,28]. The probability of backstepping was defined as a function of load 
[9] Fig. 2, B). Similarly, when a motor’s trailing head was un-bound, it 
could either re-bind at the same actin repeat (stomp) or step forward 
with probability as a function of load [9] (Fig. 2, B. Additionally, the 
model prohibited an un-bound head from binding at an actin repeat 
which already has a bound head (Fig. 1). 
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[3] 

For each run, the model was initialized in what was defined as the 
tumble state, ie. both heads on one motor were bound and both heads on 
the other motor were un-bound. The dynamics of the tumble state were 
governed in much the same manner as stepping, with a local state clock, 
a random number between zero and one, and a mean ± SD state lifetime 
of 0.23 ± 0.25s (see below). The actin repeats available for the tumbling 
head to land on were assigned probabilities as a function of tether 
contour length [29]. 

If, at any time, all four heads switched to an un-bound state the run 
was terminated. The run length was recorded as the difference between 
the maximum and minimum head positions. Run time was recorded as 
the time of termination, and mean velocity was recorded as run length 
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divided by run time. For the single motor case, runs over 150 nm in 
length were compiled for analysis. For tethered cases, runs with lengths 
more than the tether length plus 50 nm were compiled. These thresholds 

were imposed in order to remove from analysis short runs in which 
velocity calculation may mostly reflect binding of the free motor rather 
than stepping. 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of possible states described by the model.  

Fig. 2. Tether forces and displacements of two motors. (A) Tether force versus normalized intermotor distance as defined by the wormlike chain model. (B) Mean 
head binding lifetime and probabilities of leading head backstep or trailing head stomp events as a function of applied force. (C) Representative displacement versus 
time trace of a two motor complex. Representative processive run, showing various state changes (Lc = 150 nm, Lp = 40 nm). 
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Measurement of attachment time of a motor: When two motor 
complexes move processively on actin filaments, motors within the 
complex frequently detach from and reattach to the actin filament. 
When a labeled motor is detached from the actin track, its stepping 
pattern becomes noisy and undetectable, distinct from the other motor, 
which is still bound to the actin filament [20,30]. To calculate the 
reattachment time of a single motor within the complex, we have 
counted the number of frames between the detachment from and reat-
tachment to actin track. The number of frames was multiplied by the 
frame rate, which gives time for attachment time. 

3. Results 

Processivity (Fig. 2C), with runs longer than the threshold assigned 
to each case, was seen in 87% of all trials. This included 88% of single 
motor trials and ranged from 84% (Lc = 200 nm, Lp = 10 nm) to 91% 
(Lc = 100 nm, Lp = 80 nm) of coupled motor trials. Leading motor 
backstep events were extremely rare, accounting for only 0.0086% of all 
steps, and were thus not compared between groups. 

Both velocity and run length were affected by elastic tether 

properties (Fig. 3). Mean velocity for a single motor was 531 nm/s, 
consistent with previously published values ([20,31]. For all combina-
tions of Lc and Lp, mean velocity was decreased relative to that of a single 
motor (Fig. 3, A). The most rigid tether (Lc = 100 nm, Lp = 10 nm) 
resulted in the largest decrease in mean velocity (to 377 nm/s), while 
the most compliant tether (Lc = 200 nm, Lp = 80 nm) resulted in the 
smallest (to 406 nm/s) For a tether or any given persistence length, 
decreasing contour length decreased both mean and minimum velocity. 
This effect was largest for lower persistence length (i.e. stiffer) tethers. 

The median run length was 717 nm for a single motor, and was 
longer for two-motor complex than a single motor in most cases (Fig. 3, 
B). The most compliant tether (Lc = 200 nm, Lp = 80 nm) resulted in an 
increase in mean run length to approximately 1700 nm. However, the 
stiffest tether (Lc = 100 nm, Lp = 10 nm) resulted in a decrease in mean 
run length to 377 nm. 

Mean tether force decreased with both increasing contour length and 
increasing persistence length (Fig. 4), ranging from a maximum of 1.262 
pN (Lc = 100 nm, Lp = 10 nm) to a minimum of 0.226 pN (Lc = 200 nm, 
Lp = 80 nm). Thus, forces at, or near, the stall force of 2 pN only occurred 
regularly in 100 nm long tethers. 

4. Discussion 

We presented a stochastic model of elastically coupled myosin Va 
motors showing a collective behavior that leads to a longer travel dis-
tance (run length) than a single motor on actin filaments (Fig. 3 B). 
However, the average velocity of two coupled motors is significantly 
slower than a single motor suggesting that motors are not operating 
independently but must be mechanically interacting under tension 
(Fig. 3A). We also establish a model for how the rigidity of cargo in-
fluences the overall cargo transport in which both velocity and run 
length are sensitive to the elastic properties of cargo. In general, velocity 
decreases, and run-length increases with persistence length and contour 
length (Fig. 4). Furthermore, we found that the tether force is the highest 
when the contour (100 nm) and persistence length (10 nm) of cargo was 
minimum (Fig. 4). Therefore, the communication between motors de-
pends on the stiffness of the cargo and/or the linkage between motor and 

Fig. 3. Velocity and Run length of 1-motor versus 2-motors. (A) Median, 
quartile, and 95% bounds of average run velocity. (B) Median, quartile, and 
95% bounds of run length. 

Fig. 4. Tether force depends on the contour length and persistence length. 
Tether force (Mean ± SD) decreased with both increasing tether contour length 
and increasing tether persistence length. 
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cargo. 
While multiple motors transport cargo, they communicate with each 

other via cargo and adapter proteins. The communication between 
motors depends on the spatial relationship between motors and the 
stiffness of the cargo [25,32]. To understand the mechanism of intra-
cellular cargo transport, multiple motors were attached to rigid cargo 
such as quantum dots (Qdots) [20] or DNA scaffolds [19,21,23] and 
flexible physiological cargo such as liposomes [24,33]. Interestingly, 
processive parameters such as velocity, run length, forces of multiple 
motors were different in each experiment, suggesting that the elastic 
properties of cargo are sensitive to overall cargo transport. For example, 
the rigid cargo bound multiple motors move much slower than a single 
motor [20–22,24], whereas flexible cargo (fluid-state DOPC vesicles) 
move significantly faster than a single motor [24]. The increased ve-
locity of motors attached to DOPC vesicles, contrary to the decreased 
velocity of coupled motors predicted by the present work, is likely the 
result of the vesicles’ ability to effectively “roll” along the actin filament 
as motors detach. 

It is predicted that the termination probability of both motors at a 
given time must be significantly lower than a single motor; therefore, the 
run length should be many folds longer than a single motor, although 
speed will remain the same [19,34]. However, consistent with our 
previously observed experimental data [20,23], we found that velocity 
was reduced by 40% and 24% for most rigid and most compliant tethers, 
respectively, while run-length enhancement was only up to 143% for 
compliant tethers. Thus, we support the idea that due to asynchronized 
stepping behavior, the tension between motors is built up, leading to 
negative cooperative behaviors [20,21]. The tension between motors 
leads to resistive load on the leading motor by the trailing motor, 
resulting in a slower velocity, backsteps by the leading motor, and 
force-dependent termination of both motors resulting in moderate 
enhancement of run length. However, while the probability of a leading 
motor backstep goes up with tether force, the probability that it will step 
at all goes down as a result of increased binding lifetime. As a result, 
under high tether force, the probability that the leading motor will 
backstep before the trailing motor steps forward (thus reducing the 
tether force) is extremely low. This highly coordinated stepping can be 
seen between 0.25s and 0.75s in Fig. 2C. Interestingly, the backsteps are 
predicted by this model to be significantly less frequent than the 11% 
that we previously observed [20]. The significantly lower backsteps may 
imply that the stepping dynamics of elastically coupled motors do not 
build sufficient tension for taking backsteps. This is consistent with laser 
trap experiments [9], which showed that the backstep probability is 
extremely rare at low resistive force (<1 pN, as shown in Fig. 2B) [9], 
which is the range in which motors attached by more compliant tethers 
are predicted to spend most of their time. It should also be noted that 
experiments showing frequent backsteps were performed at 
sub-saturated ATP (2 μM), in which binding lifetime is nearly insensitive 
to assistive or resistive load [1]. Furthermore, myosin Va reacts differ-
entially under assistive and resistive load, as observed in a laser trap 
experiment [10]. While the speed of a single myosin Va motor is reduced 
with the resistive load, it remains unaffected under assistive load. Other 
possibilities for higher backstep probability in our previous experiment 
[20] include thermal and viscous load being applied to the cargo and 
geometry between motors to cargo which were not considered in the 
present stochastic model. 

The present model represents the cargo as an entropic spring 
(wormlike chain) in order to treat tether length (Lc) and stiffness (Lp) 
independently. Fig. 2, A suggests that some of the tether combinations 
tested by this model (for example, Lp = 20 nm, Lc = 100 nm and Lp = 40 
nm, Lc = 200 nm, which both have Lp/Lc = 0.2) should have similar 
elastic properties; however, these combinations result in significantly 
different processive behavior. In this case, and in similar cases, the 
combination with the shorter contour length results in lower average 
tether forces, lower velocities, and shorter run lengths. This is a direct 
consequence of the motor step size being larger relative to the shorter 

tether, which results in rapid increases in tether force when the leading 
motor steps forward. This phenomenon results in the model prediction 
that velocity and run length are more sensitive to tether stiffness when 
the tether is short relative to motor step size than when it is long. As the 
current model assumes only tensile force in the tether, the effect of 
compressive force (resulting in assistance of the lead motor and resis-
tance of the trailing motor) remains an important area of future study. 

In conclusion, myosin Va motors are attached to a variety of adapter 
proteins, accessory proteins, and cargo [35–37], and the elastic prop-
erties of these proteins are different. Therefore, intracellular cargo 
transport depends on the properties of motors as well as the properties of 
adapter proteins and other associated proteins. The result of this sto-
chastic model provides insight into how motors within an ensemble may 
communicate, cooperate, or even interfere with each other while 
transporting cargo to their destination, a process critical to the normal 
functioning of every cell in the human organism. 
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